Men in Black of the NWO
by David Michael, info@glentivar.org
In the early morning of the 26th of November 2015, I dreamed was in an orphanage
located somewhere in America on a large piece of land like a farm. It seemed I was also an
orphan in this dream and it was common for us as kids to tease the other kids with mean nick
names. There was a young woman perhaps the age of 14 that was in this orphanage who
had a large stuffed monkey doll that spoke with a pull cord. The monkey seemed to at times
speak its own mind and not that of a recorded message when his talk cord was pulled. We
found this very amusing.
There was a big gathering like a party at the orphan ranch were we were living. Many
people where there. We as orphans were away from the adults and mostly outside playing
games.
As we were playing, the cloth belly of the monkey opened and a small black book fell
out. It had names... lots of names. As soon as this occurred, a man in black came and took
the book and ran away with it. We felt as if we had been betrayed and decided to pursue this
man into the city. We followed him to a very high city skyscraper and to the penthouse of this
building. We did all we could to regain the book but never had the opportunity to snatch it
back. When we did confronted any of them openly we killed. Many of us orphans died in this
pursuit as more men in black joined with the one man and provided protection to him. We
finally did see him alone in the elevator of this building and the girl who had the doll monkey
was able to snatch the book from his hands and run from the elevator just as the door
opened. I was outside the elevator and fell down across the path of this man where he
tripped, hit his head on a table and died.
The girl who had the book ran and loaded into an awaiting 70's vintage VW van. This
is likely the worst get-away car you could choose. Why choose a slow, noisy, high profile VW
bus for getting away knowing you would be pursued. This puzzled me. The rest of us
returned to the orphan farm and awaited her arrival. I then saw the monkey doll at the farm
through a window now in the hands of the men in black. It was being brutally interrogated by
them to answer questions. It was being strangled while other men in black were demanding
the monkey tell them where the girl and the book is. The Monkey said to himself, “I do not
know...I am not strong enough!” and died not revealing anything. Much time passed and she
still did not come.
Finally, she came with another driving the VW bus and in tears said she had lost the
book again. The Men in Black caught them at a stop light and re-stole the book. We all
looked at each other and I suddenly knew what the names were in the book. They were the
names of the future Resistance of YHWH who would fight the men in Black of the NWO.
Many named in this book were still children and some now adults. With them having their
names, they would now be systematically searched out and murdered before they could
become a threat to the rise of the NWO. I suddenly welled up with tears and cried
uncontrollably in seeing so much death of the innocent in the future. Millions would die from
the information in this little black book that was now in the hands of the Antichrist NWO.
As I awoke, I realized the names in the book are real names of real people living today.
Some have already been murdered. Others are to be murdered soon. Only the protection of
YHWH in providing invisibility can save them. We are to pray for their protection that they
might survive to become the force that brings down or really shorten the reign of the NWO
Antichrist regime.

The monkey was an angelic oracle in the care of an orphan who was often teased and
rejected by her peers. She did all she could to retrieve the book but could not. The fact the
good guys in this dream were orphans means they as the Resistance will be rejected by
society and are considered outcasts. These are to become the prophets who are being
raised up in these last days to confront the Antichrist regime as it rises into power and
enslaves humanity.
The impact of this dream reveals real and specific names of the chosen prophetic
Resistance is ALREADY known to the NWO and they are even now systematically
neutralizing (murdering) these threats. There safety is in having no name by which they can
be traced. No name means being a complete orphan to society. Orphaned means no credit
cards, credit record, ownership, drivers license or any other form of ID that can be traced.
They are to be forgotten to society and raised as lost children with no records. Only our
continued prayers can preserve them from the murderous agenda of the Antichrist who is
even now in power in the world. I need to continue to pray for their protection and will do so
with renewed commitment.

